Introduction & Background
Designing an aircraft is a very complex engineering task. The complexity needs to be handled by decomposition, as a hierarchy of different levels. In general the aircraft design process is divided into three phases: the conceptual design phase, the preliminary design phase, and the detailed design. The product fidelity, the model complexity as well as the designed time increase exponentially from the previous phase to the next one. A variety of multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) methods have been developed that enable a formalized design optimization process in the preliminary design phase. In this paper we will focus on the early design stages, i.e., the conceptual design as well as the preliminary design, and find out way to improve the prediction fidelity in the early design.
Data-centric scheme CPACS and workflow manager RCE
Managing the interconnections from the multi-disciplinary design groups is complex and error-prone. Adoption of a standardized, data-centric scheme for storage of all data improves consistency and reduces risks of misconceptions and errors in the process. It requires an initial effort to make interfaces between analysis modules and the data archive. The CPACS (Common Parametric Aircraft Configuration Schema) [1, 2] , developed by DLR, was adopted for the New CEASIOM framework, and is described in the following section. A design loop runs several analysis modules in sequence. The RCE integration environment and workflow manager records the sequence and manages the data transport and translation as well as logging the process. RCE, developed by DLR, makes it easy to set up and run a workflow also using modules in which the engineers are not discipline-experts.
CEASIOM history and New CEASIOM
CEASIOM (www.ceasiom.com) is a framework system that integrates discipline-specific tools like CAD, mesh generation, CFD, stability and control analysis, and structural analysis, all for the purpose of aircraft conceptual design [3] . The New CEASIOM is under development within EU Project AGILE (www.agile-project.eu), by adopting the CPACS XML data-format for representation of all design data pertaining to the aircraft under development. All the modules are available to be integrated via RCE with CPACS as I/O.
In this paper we will report the current status of the development for New CEASIOM, includes the following modules:
• CPACS file visualizer and editor CPACSupdater ( • Data fusion tool [3]: aerodynamic coefficients fusion from variable fidelity CFD tools above to compile complete aero- 
